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Demeter’s GriefBY ATHENA SOFIDES (YSE)
When from emptiness she craved abundance, she crawled towards bounty  —from the first ρόδι1 she was enmeshed in the flittering ruby, shimmering across eye and tongue.In that pull of red juice from the swollen seeds,
ova gushing, as did those in my own core 
out of which she peeled many years agoafter the smashed new beginning 2,her teeth dripped with a paralyzed elixirglucose and iron, saccharine,metallic sweetness —in that moment body and blood intertwined, plant engulfed by animal, 

endosymbiotic dawn, Persephone was taken within,
became the underworld.A moan trickled out of my throatblood and its constituents clawing, jumping 

from my body in heaving shudders,like a fish before it suffocates by air.From the heat of my absolute griefan icy death materialized —farewell was unbearable, so with my blood cries I killed 
everything,cemented cessation.That’s when my tears dropped into the soil, 

fecund, with veins sprouting immediately from them 
as they stretched through the earth.And so I invented winterthe veins froze overmycelial seizing, 

righteous, righteous. 
And so the seeds cannot be pierced now,their skins are thick with death,and their juices sit stagnant, crystalline

the liquid that used to drip from eye to cheek, tooth to lip to soil, now stays. 
My head’s grown old,my veins slow.blood lingers and my mycelia flutter. What happens when my rivers become overrun?Flooding, inundating,yeast, algae, salt,bacterial surges from upstreammy eyes close and can’t openI stomp my feet around the frozen ground 

— maybe my child can hear me down there, through them —
until the only water that flows is the blood from my broken feet. Ice sews my eyelids togetherfullness in frozen liminality

righteous, righteous.1Pronounced “ro-thee,” the Greek word for pomegranate. 2Pomegranates, which  

represent good luck in Greek culture, are smashed outside a home’s front door on  

New Year’s Day to bring luck and blessings for the coming year. 

Architectural practice and representation exist in a state of 

discursive transition; a flux created by the contradictory beliefs 

of its ever-diversifying practitioners, technological advance-

ment, ethical concerns and the like. Gone are the days when one 

way of seeing, drawing and inhabiting the world dominated 

discourse —with dissension often leading to the most produc-

tive, fruitful, and captivating methods of inquiry. In saying 

farewell to the modes of practice that previously held influence 

over our profession, we welcome new ways of working, seeing, 

and existing in the worlds that we create. 

There are a great many farewells that are long overdue  —

but my specific concern lies with mapping; the role it plays in 

shaping and remembering places, reflecting cultural attitudes, 

and affecting cultural memory. The map exists as a ubiquitous 

device through which knowledge is produced and dissemi-

nated—and just as architectural production can be molded to 

produce desired effects—the map can be tailored to produce 

desired readings of space. In any given map, that which is 

deemed critical is portrayed while that which is deemed 

irrelevant is omitted. Unlike that which is mapped, that which 

is unmapped is assumedly unexplored or uncharted, and 

carries with it an implicit understanding of its lesser impor-

tance, relevance, or value. The infinite combinations of 

concealed and revealed information in the illustration of a 

spatial network presents the map as a vehicle through which 

reality is both captured and created. Through this process the 

spatial network of the map (originally devised to communicate 

certain information) becomes a knowledge-making device with 

a variety of interpretations and readings. Maps not only have 

meaning, but they also produce meaning. Their epistemological 

qualities demand an entangled understanding of the networks 

they seek to represent, and the illustration of this entanglement 

is paramount to the explication of human nature, place 

identity, social behaviors and more; presenting a more holistic 

lens through which society and places can be analyzed. We exist 

in a time where the technology and tools for mapping have 

never been more advanced. So why is it that maps are more 

monotonous than ever?

The conventions of contemporary maps are mostly rooted 

in the imperialist colonialist mindset, which situates maps and 

map-making as a capitalist device through which land and 

resources can be located and ordered, extracted and exploited, 

divided up into property and sold to the highest bidder. This 

property-world state of mind—rooted in the proliferation of the 

cadastral mark—saves no space for the qualitative characteris-

tics of space and often neglects the most prominent features of 

the places they seek to represent. It also connotes an idea about 

jurisdiction and power, establishing the cartographer as the de 

facto authority on the representational preservation of place. 

These practices have been successful in propagating the 

capitalist agenda and reading of space, but they are deeply 

flawed in their assumptions, practices and productions. 

What if mapping was an act of collective engagement—one 

that sought to maximize authorship and participation rather 

than reduce it to one official source? What if maps ignored the 

removed assumptions of the city, state and nation, concerning 

itself more with the inhabitants of the area concerned. What 

can the map tell us about place, space and community, when it 

relinquishes subscription to imperialist points of view? Maps 

which diverge from the norm are sure to embrace abstract and 

alternative understandings of place, but this abstraction is no 

different than the extreme artifice of cartographic representa-

tion today, which nullifies the vibrancy of place through 

relentless and methodical process of erasure and reduction. In 

saying farewell to the hackneyed conventions of the past, 

mapping can seek to construct the extents of a place beyond the 

physical, capturing the atmospheric, experiential, and non-vi-

sual to produce an otherwise mode of coming into knowledge. 

By foregrounding the sticky web of interdependencies rooted in 

and produced by proximity and planning, over the typical 

cartographic motives of domination, sovereignty and order, 

maps can produce an otherwise mode of coming into knowledge 

that speaks to what is seen, but also what is hidden. These 

counter geographies can help us better understand the qualities 

of place through collective lived experience, and help us say 

goodbye to sinister histories and forms of practice which are 

individualistic, isolated and egotistical. It is no small feat to 

scrutinize and supplant a familiar form of representation with 

many practical applications, but when so much is at stake, 

sometimes it's good to say goodbye. 

Sometimes it’s Good to Say Goodbye

BY JAHAAN SCIPIO

The calcium-rich water of my bathroom contrasts against the velvety 

viscosity of my foundation, leaving its mealy and grounding residue 

on my hands. The sink carries away what had been my face in blasts 

of liquid erosion. Looping, the colorful water, suggests an escape 

from an awareness of a shift in continuity. Each strike of an 

astringent cloth removes a layer of artifice that enhanced my recent 

state of bliss. The layers of color and contouring enabled me to exist 

in a state of aesthetic sedation, like drowning out the sound of an 

asteroid with bass-heavy speakers playing the distorted sound of a 

can of hairspray exploding.

“The state of xeno-euphoria: Time becomes stringently 

horizontal. Neither rising nor falling, just sideways swelling and 

slimming. The body slots in, to time, finding itself stranded through 

itself, through losing the form of its being in time. I have to be patient, 

open, present for it. Let thinking flake off and fall away from the I.” 
1
 

–page 19, Raving

McKenzie Wark describes the condition of separation in body 

and awareness in her latest book, Raving 
2
 (2023, Duke Press). Raving 

offers slippery relationships to time that break from the determinist 

narratives projected on and within queer people. The queer psyche 

already developed a talent to stretch out one’s current existence into 

a looping compartment, some sort of timeblindness for survival. 

Photos in the book Raving are colorful and blurry, expected in the 

presence of smoke machines, sweat, and strobe lights at dawn. 

These are what she calls a constructed situation, or where agency  

 “meets concrete forms that shapes its expression.” These situations 

allow collective states of xeno-euphoria for all the situationist  

queers drenched in nighttime regalia, signaling their entrance to 

timeblind states.

The glowing and glossy allure of the glass screen between my 

hands calls my finger to slide on top of its silky polymerized surface. 

In a kind of twisted meditative chant my attention is gripped by the 

repeating and infinite cycle of quick dopamine kisses. .GIF Space is 

not only symbolic nuggets of media, but the scrolls they are a part of. 

Scrolling, doomscrolling, rewatching, reposting, are the hypnosis of 

the internet. It’s what makes a good techno producer: their ability to 

engender variety from repetition. I’m compelled to keep watching, 

dancing.
The allure of these psychic states is a quieting of that part of 

awareness that budgets the currency of temporality. Amongst this 

stream will be a glimmer of warmth through an in-joke,like anything 

Terri Joe, Kim Kardashian crying over a lost earring, or a bystander 

making a face.

Someone tweeting about their life falling apart uses a .GIF of a 

reality show girlie falling off a table. She’s just like me. Any kind of 

reasonable form of introspection is made undesirable in the 

recursive progression of similar moments. Feel pain? Make a joke. 

What we gain in time, one that is subjective and inwardly perceived, 

we lose in the conviviality. We are alone together; feelings of 

isolation fed by impossibly covetous imagery of white men with abs 

and perfect skin, stunningly femme trans women, butches with 

glowing smiles, and other beautiful queers communing in real life. 

Our desirous isolation is compressed as data traded as a doping 

agent, queer loneliness as contraband. The article A brief history of 

the GIF (so far) described a cinemagraph .GIF as producing, a “result 

is a haunting moment seemingly stuck in time that typically fetishizes 

a consumer good or identity.” 
3

It’s time for us to bid farewell to states of queer timeblindness. 

From the rave, from the scroll.

The girlies developed a state of temporal denial upon entering 

these suspended states, these .GIF Spaces, like it would never end. 

Back to the normative linear time, the morning time or school day. 

Sunless club and a glowing screen enable both healing and libidinal 

self-harm, a reel self in a .GIF Space.

Queer Timeblindness + .GIF space

BY ANGIE DOOR (MARCH ‘22), TECHNOLOGY OVERLOAD (MARCH ‘23)

Keir
BY JESSICA JIE ZHOU (YSOA)

Keir (n.) An ill-fated attempt to reenact a beloved memory 

years later, returning to a place that once felt like home, 

only to find it now feels uncannily off, like walking through 

a wax museum of your own childhood. Dutch kier, fissure 

or narrow opening, as the midpoint of an hourglass.

Sometimes you think about ending things, contemplating 

its practicality like evaluating a foreign concept; then you 

tell yourself you just don’t want to move forward in time 

anymore. 

“Let’s keep it as ‘a see you again,’” they said.

Words lying in your notes app never made it into the 

journal. Songs you crawl back to finally wore that one line 

out. Screenshots begin to haunt you in your feed: on this 

day. You did not want to and never believed in erasing;  

it is for losers who cry at 3 am. Deleting is admitting that 

you lost. 

It’s ridiculous that not all platforms have archives 

already. 
You started every conversation with, “Can I tell you 

something?” You never really answered your own 

question; not until the intensities have expired, many days 

and nights later. 

People probably started to talk about heaven and the 

afterlife not because they wonder about the big questions 

of where we are all going and what is beyond all this. 

Rather, it’s simply easier to have a next stop, a place to 

physicalize all the next-times and what-ifs. You first thought 

about these hypotheticals because persuading yourself 

that was farewell is a little bit unbearable. Then you felt 

stupid; the world is bigger than you and your weakness. 

It got to the point where the ups and downs were too 

tiring. It seemed even more stupid to spend time getting 

worse and better and worse again. 

You cling to the idea that you’ll be able to smile at all this at 

some point. As of now, the most you’re doing is praying that 

today will be a good day before stepping out of the door. 

You still want to be happy, of course you do. And you 

know you can be. It just sucks that all the good parts that 

you keep going back to start to taste a bit diluted, and the 

harder you try to grasp them, the more details seem to blur 

and morph. How exactly did you say it? How exactly did I 

say it?

The farewell is not a decision anyone gets to make; it 

already happened, in a bodily, absolute, skin-to-skin 

manner, when you are yanked out of the cocoon of that 

world, now a past reality. 

At the moment, you’re already aware that whatever 

comes with it, whatever lingers afterwards, is worth 

savoring. It is not a thrilling realization, but it is beautiful 

how that juncture turns itself into something so colossal 

and autonomous. 

You relish every note of the misery as much as you 

desperately anticipate it to end. You are conscious of the 

ephemerality of that twitch in the heartbeat, the hollowing 

out of everything inside, and you try your best not to abuse 

the past moments too much that these flinches fleet away. 

And you can’t wait to arrive on the other side. 

Then it was finally your turn to say miss you too instead of 

miss you. It’s a privilege, an abuse of power, a little reward 

for your little journey. 

You don’t mean it anymore, and you mourn the end of 

it, for yourself. 

Format: Compressed

BY ELISE LIMON

Each time I get around to editing my portfolio, I forget, without fail, the common 

requirement for it to remain under 5mb. I often entertain a desire to go back and 

edit each placed file, optimizing it to be the perfect size, resolution and detail so 

as to not take up too much space. I dream of not having to rely on "Compress PDF" 

in a panic to squash down work so that it will be accepted as an email attach-

ment. In the obligatory process of compression, I've bid goodbye to many once 

precious drawings, pages of material and even entire projects without hesitation. 

Some things never make it back into my portfolio. A forced letting go. Work 

slipping quietly out of rotation.

The practice of packing a whole lifetime of work into 5mb (or 10-pages, or 3 

images) is a special art. I know I can appear a completely different designer 

depending on how I make that selection. Through the compressed portfolio, 

projects come to rest in their final form, settling into place as digestible 

fragments. After some time living on as links in InDesign files, the rest of these 

projects eventually crumble away. I stop searching through folders to find better 

images, more detailed sections, sketches that more succinctly capture a project's 

idea. My fixation with reframing what a project was ceases. Is this where the 

project ends? Once my desire to continue touching-up its appearance, tucking in 

its shirt, fades? Once I am satisfied the project can keep its current guise for 

posterity? 

I wonder how we might announce the end of a studio project. The schedule 

of the semester disciplines a supposed start and end, with the final review as a 

finish line that must be endured. At this stage, the project's parts, still flailing, 

gather their names "_FINAL", "FINAL_2", "FINAL_THIS_ONE_PRINT". The other 

day I received a Rhino file titled "dont care" dated the morning of a final presenta-

tion. Maybe the project ended when all interest in it was abandoned. 

These unbuilt projects have many different after-lives. A 1:10 scale washing 

machine sits on my dresser at home. One remaining part of detailed models that 

made a whole piece of city, and had called for late nights of careful folding and 

gluing. All that I have left physically from this project is this small paper object. I 

don't think its image even made it into my most up-to-date portfolio. I know this 

small memento might leave unannounced one day, probably during some move 

back across continents, squashed under a stack of books. I doubt I will have the 

chance to say goodbye to it.

FORMAT is a recurring column that confronts the modes, methods and medium of Architecture 

as a discipline. A rifle through some of the many unquestioned formats of architectural 

education, poking at them with a critical, yet tender, curiosity.
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W
ho is the tape thief? I had feelings that were not mutual in the building.

Not a secret that I’m going to miss you all.

Everything was OK until Tuesday.

I stole a handful of diam
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There is no “Ctrl + Z” in life…
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Before We Go — Gabe Darley  

In September, 9 months seemed an impossible 

amount of time. It had the ring of something generous and 

warm, stretching out before me in a mile of untamed 

potential. ¶ The farewell of month 9 did not loom large. As 

we reach April however,  it embraces us from behind, 

expected and unexpected, patient and inevitable. ¶ The 

best part of a farewell is the opportunity for closing 

remarks. To summarize, to reflect, 

to commiserate, 

to commemorate. 

To say what was 

previously 

unsaid. 

It was GREAT.
Goodbye marks the arrival of a memoryBY ANONYMOUS (YSOA)

 “I came to see myself as growing out of the earth like the other 
native animals and plants. I saw my body and my daily motions 
as brief coherences and articulations of the energy of the place, 
which would fall back into it like leaves in the autumn.” —Wendell Berry, (A Native Hill)A farewell leaves a trace. Afterimages. Like staring at the sun for too 

long and it imprints across your vision. Sometimes you can recreate 
that sensation when you squeeze your eyes shut, but these are 
fragmented and scattered.There’s a special moment when we enter the room, meet 

someone new and our eyes first lock. Though categorized as a 
beginning this also marks the end of a moment. These instances 
become a seed planted where we reside which take root and grow 
over the course of our time in a place. I lived in the same 40 mile radius for over 20 years. In that time 

what grew into existence was a whole population…possibly the size 
of a major city where memories existed alongside one another; you 
could imagine them projected into our reality from another dimension. 

Moving 3,000 miles away for the first time marked the end of 
this coexistence with these traces. Would the memories crumble into 
the dust like some long forgotten ruin once I left? What used to be a 
ritual of passing these parallels now became one last farewell tour. 
The string of final goodbyes happened while traveling in a car next to 
a suitcase:

Goodbye to
The smokestack.The fields.

The high school. The old building’s phantom forms flickering as 
you pass by. The translucent apparitions of the 16-year old 
versions of classmates wave. Some have grown up, living 
elsewhere… their changing selves documented on a phone 
screen. Some of them though are permanently the versions I 
see up on that hill, the final goodbyes etched in classrooms 
and hallways slowly fading. I always wondered if others see 
them too in their own ritual drive-bys of this place.The sign that announces birthdays, anniversaries, celebrations.

The stop light. The McDonalds. The forest wall that hid the start 
of the fair grounds.The street you used to turn off on to visit an old friend. Goodbye 

to the versions of myself that still take that exit. I watch them, 
the layers of memories driving in that old car.

The carpool lot, the last traces of the hometown.
Eventually it is the city I loved. The memories seem to drift off 

the exit, winding up the ramp to the apartment I once lived 
in. Counting many goodbyes to the multiple versions of the 
past remembering the other versions of themselves. The airport. Goodbye to the evergreens, the mountains…What will happen to all of these traces? How do you ever get to see 

them again once you leave a place? Do they simply evaporate?

The plane seemed to struggle to lift as the final partings were 
made, weighed down by the traces of all the past farewells that clung 
to the wings, desperately determined to bring it down. They seemed to 
trail off like a silver slinky tumbling 10,000 feet to the ground. The 
engines struggled, the metal shell tipped backwards but momentum 
and sheer will tugged the machine free and it continued to hurtle into 
the atmosphere.

Hours passed before landing in a void.Seemingly hungover from this new place that lacked any 
familiarity. 

Mind blank, map empty.Maybe like the start of the universe there was a sudden flash as 
an unknown landscape unfolded out.This place, a hostile environment at first where roots refused to 

take hold, finally shifted over a year later while walking along the 
new city’s sidewalk.  It was that familiar phantom sensation which 
turned the gaze slowly to the restaurant across the street where a 
translucent memory stood gazing back and waving. The random 
appearance was startling at first before a sense of comfort settled and 
finally I (remembering my manners) ventured a hesitant wave back 
before yelling,

“Hello!”
The first root takes to the soil. Then it all seemed to happen 

again like before. The start of another city:
The stoop to the apartment. The orange cat in the window. The 

walk to school. The windows down into the bar where over 
time the memories congest and blur until it seems to spill out 
onto the street causing the lamppost to flicker.The looming concrete building. The hallways…a busy thor-

oughfare of bustling memories nodding and waving as they 
pass. 

Back to the stoop again and again. The memories of passing, 
stopping, chatting and listening cluster together on the six 
stone steps up to the door. As you leave the front door there 
peeks through the fence a backyard that often you notice the 
blaze of the long gone fire pit…where countless traces of 
memories congregate, forever enjoying a party I can never 
return to but will always see as I walk by. 

Just as this new city of memory forms, soon it too will embark on its 
own farewell tour.

Returning to old phantom spaces when you no longer have 
roots attached is difficult but not impossible. It becomes more like a 
distant radio signal that appears randomly in out-of-place moments. 
Fuzzy and full of inaccuracies. 3,000 miles is a long way for a signal 
to travel. 

Sometimes we can be welcomed into another’s memory space. 
Sitting around a table sharing stories which seem to float above our 
heads, a projecting film for a group to enjoy. Often two people can be 
in the same room but form two separate traces. Recounting this 
moment together can alter and mend. Sharing memory space can be 
where you learn why sometimes houses can be haunted or certain 
smells or colors bring a smile to another’s face. Eventually you must depart from these places. They don’t 

necessarily evaporate…maybe they fade like the cover of a book 
sitting in the sun too long. These memories continue living on 
wherever you go until at some point in an unknown time the final 
catalyst marks the end. When we are no longer around to remember 
and those who remain eventually forget. Traces of you and I buried 
beneath the ground. Though who knows when it will occur or what 
will happen after that. 

1
 Wark, McKenzie. Raving. Duke University 

Press, 2023, 19. 

2
 Ibid.  

3
 Eppink, Jason. "A brief history of the GIF (so 

far)." Journal of visual culture 13.3 (2014): 303.

A Farewell to Arms  

BY CAPTAIN DANIEL “MANBAT” KELLY

(AH-1Z PILOT, U.S. MARINE CORPS, YSOA MARCH I)

I hadn’t been able to save my best friend. Maybe I could atone 

over there. Maybe I would get lucky and not come back. I told 

myself there were other reasons for joining.

But then death brushed past several times. What started 

as a courtesy warning became increasingly terrifying for the 

simple fact that these would be meaningless moments to simply 

stop being.

Some of us didn’t make it through these moments.

I didn’t get to say farewell. again.

Years of pain will fade into a more comfortable memory. 

Friendships forged start to dissipate into a social ether. The 

worst experiences bond a few of us together for longer. We 

shared a commitment to protecting others.

Asking the body to fully pursue that purpose had 

consequences a broken back, torn ligaments, early arthritis, 

disturbed memories, worn shoulders, damaged knees, 

misaligned neck, permanent tinnitus, just beyond a casual 

sense of permanent pain, ptsd, wah, etc. yet I miss many 

things my Marines, the comradery, the shared knowledge, the 

accountability and seriousness, the moments of relief, the 

tactics, flying freely in the clouds, the ability to help, the 

purpose of protecting but I do not miss everything the red 

tape, the bureaucracy, the legalism, the nepotism, the 

whining, the incessant deadlines, the transience, the focus on 

death, the deaths, the death.

Starting over outside of the frame built around that 

purpose is uncomfortable.

I have no right to ask, but I beg you to help give meaning 

to these deaths by designing a more fair & peaceful world. 

 SPRING BREAK 
 

 ANTHONY ACCIAVATTI’s class group goes to India for 

spring break. They are a national hit, appearing on a news interview. Stated 

“Largest university in America visits”. Interview clips can be found online. Don’t 

miss out on ALEKSA MILOJEVIC’s smoldering glare, or BEN DERLAN’s 

farming experience recollection.  British Landscapes still can’t feel their 

legs.  MARCH 26-31  Class photo week has come and gone. A special thank you to 

all student photographers that offered free labor for the sanctity of our collective 

memory. TONG HSU is held hostage in the SB for multiple hours.  THESIS  JIA 

YING brings in a pregnant sympathy belly. BIMAL MENDES is seen tenderly 

lifting the belly to give his shoulders some relief.  APRIL 2  RICHARD 

DEFLUMERI is on a warpath. ‘Trash’ and precious models have received a yellow 

sheet marker “ATTENTION, please remove your project by Friday April 31st” 

with a section of trash bin, and a model marked ‘your project’ inside. SEBASTIAN 

ELVERSKOG acts as henchman.  APRIL 4  SIGNE FERGUSON sends a message 

to YSoAcial at 4:56 pm: “Does anyone have a large or industrial sized freezer?”. 

She is ridiculed by ANDREW CLUM, NABIL HAQUE , and CARLOS 

BLANCO. Also requested by her this year: mod podge, mini easels, a large clay jug, 

thin wire, a kayak, oil burner ignition transformer, flour and nails. $100 to 

anyone who can guess what the project is.  APRIL 6  ARTIFICIAL FOREST 

 ON THE GROUND 

opens in the North Gallery, beautifully curated by the thoughtful PADDY 

MITTAG-MCNAUGHT, OWEN WANG, ARIEL BINTANG, & VAL 

ZHAO. The space is crowded, and packed to the gills with beautiful lights, 

furniture, and contemplations on material utopias. Highlight: Light / wood 

installation on the ceiling. Rumor has it that the lights will be for sale. Custom 

pencils are also offered upon request.  OPEN HOUSE 

 WEEK  is amongst us. Everyone puts on their best or worst faces, depending on 

how they are feeling about school at the moment. Bonus points for chain smokers 

staking out the terraces, and cultivating an honest image of school culture. 

Beware the random face that pops by your desk to just ‘ask a few questions’. 

Overheard in almost every conversation: shade towards the GSD.  THE FIRST 

OFFICIAL SIGHTING  of the midnight kitchen: JUN NAM decided to bring 

his culinary creations to life in a clandestine kitchen on the fourth floor - Where 

the only thing brighter than the flickering flames are the sirens from the NH 

sanitation department.  APRIL 7  Last issue’s launch moves students from 

Rudolph over to a Greenhouse filled with sound, light, and warmth. Issue 

Editors NICOLE DE ARAUJO, HELENA MAURER, and EMMA 

SHEREFKIN acquire every JBL speaker in the school, and host a pregame to 

keep everyone well lubricated. This place has everything: Magic. Witchy vibes. 

Xylophones. Cacti. Koi pond.  APRIL 18  A beautiful design (team named after 

one of the first twelve letters of the alphabet) is chosen for this year’s Building 

Project. The staff holds everyone in tipsy suspense on the 7th floor terrace while 

they deliberate.




